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DROPPED FENCES
Nambiti is growing as a whole, with animal numbers increasing and more land for them to explore. 
The reserve has dropped fences with a neighbouring farm, resulting in growth of 2 000 hectares. The 
breeding herd of elephant has now discovered this new piece of land and rarely come out of the area. 
There are plenty of big trees, amazing views and lots of exploring still to be done on this beautiful 
piece of land, so we all understand why the elephants have decided to make it home for a bit.

We have had a very productive couple of months here at Umzolozolo, with plenty of unique and 
amazing sightings in and around the lodge itself, from big too small. On numerous occasions, we’ve 
had guests spot lions from our deck while enjoying the views and swimming pool on a beautiful day. 
Other guests have experienced being surrounded by a breeding herd of buffalo on a morning drive, 
having no choice but to sit and wait patiently as the buffalo went about their business. 
Servals have been in their element, coming out from their hiding places just before dark, and guests 
have seeing them catching Alates (flying ants) on the drive back to the lodge for dinner. Another 
unique and special experience that we shared with our guests was tracking a massive elephant bull for 
45 minutes before locating him. 

BIRD LIFE
The Giant Kingfisher, the largest of all the kingfishers, can 
be found around Umzolozolo Private Safari Lodge, feeding 
on a varied diet of crabs, frogs and fish. It’s usually an 
unobtrusive bird, but has a habit of giving itself away when 
calling, especially while in flight. Our guests could be lucky 
enough to witness its unusual hunting technique, which 
consists of hovering over water before swooping down and 
emerging with a fish in its mouth. Here’s an interesting fact 
about kingfishers – only 40% of the species that we get in 
South Africa are fish eaters – the rest are all insectivores. 



RAINFALL
Nambiti has really been blessed with rainfall this month, with some parts of the reserve having more than 
200mm of rain! All the acacias are blooming, and the reserve as a whole is looking lush and green. All the 
wallowing sites and dams have filled up, and the animals are thriving! 

Wallowing sites are essential for some animals, such as rhinos, buffalos and warthogs. These animals 
need these wallowing sites to cool down on hot days. They also cake themselves in mud, which serves as 
sunblock and also helps them to get rid of parasites such as ticks on their skin. Wallowing sites are natural 
phenomena which are actually created by elephants. When an elephant walks through a muddy patch 
after rain, it will leave a massive circular track behind, which is the perfect size for a warthog to fit into. 

While going about its daily routine, the warthog will come across this muddy elephant track and, if the 
day is hot enough, he will wallow in it to cake himself with mud. By doing this, the warthog will make 
the track initially carved by the elephant bigger, until it becomes big enough for two warthogs to cool 
down in – and so the cycle continues, until the new waterhole can fit a buffalo, a rhino cow and calf and 
eventually an entire herd of buffalo. It’s amazing to watch nature in action and to observe the symbiotic 
relationships that animals can be in without them even realising it. 

BIG FIVE
This is what we come out to see when we come to a game reserve, but the question is…what is the big 
five, and how do these animals get that status?

The big five includes Africa’s two most ferocious predators – the lion and the leopard – as well as three 
big herbivores – elephant, buffalo and rhinoceros. These species have earned this distinction because 
they are the most dangerous animals to hunt on foot. They are notorious for charging and are likely to 
follow through with their charge! The most difficult of these animals to see is the elusive leopard. In the 
Zululand area, leopards are even shyer than their counterparts in Limpopo – this is because they were 
hunted for their skins, as these represent loyalty in traditional Zulu culture.

Slowly but surely, leopards in Zululand are becoming a lot more relaxed with human presence.  
Apparently it will take three generations before leopards start becoming truly accustomed to the 
presence of humans. Nevertheless, the rangers at Umzolozolo have being getting some solid sightings 
over the last month of the elusive “Ingwe” leopards that have made Nambiti their home. Leopards 
generally have a territory of 10 square kilometers/1000 hectares. 



See you on a game drive soon

“We were watching the sunrise and heard lions roaring. We ambled off to find two of the sub-adult 
lionesses chasing a cheetah. The female cheetah was distracting the two lionesses from her cubs, and 
a game of cat and mouse ensued, resulting in the cheetah making a quick getaway and leaving the 
lionesses feeling exhausted. We later rejoined the two females as they were walking in an open area 
and we saw their body posture change to hunting mode – they had just spotted some wildebeest! 
The one lioness began hunting by weaving her way through the acacia thicket, concealing herself 
while her sister lay in wait. 

After two minutes, we saw the second lioness get up and start moving in the direction of the prey. 
They were 10 metres away from the wildebeest when the one lioness put on a burst of speed. A 
cloud of dust appeared and the ground was shaking from the stampede. We wasted no time in 
pursuing the second lioness, who led us to the first lioness with her prize in her claws. She swiftly 
finished the kill off with a throttle, and the wildebeest was theirs. What made this so exciting was 
they had taken it down in the open just a metre off the road. We watched in stunned silence, unable 
to believe what we were seeing. After watching the lionesses posing proudly with their trophy, we 
ended off an awesome morning!

SIGhtING OF thE mONth – BY JASON

Their preferred habitats are valleys, drainage lines, rocky outcrops, cliffs, closed woodlands, forests 
and thickets.  Leopards are nocturnal animals, so night-time is obviously the best time to look 
for them. However, dusk and dawn (which are called crepuscular times), provide another great 
opportunity for leopard sightings. The trick lies in listening out for alarm calls of herbivores and birds, 
and looking out for the tracks and signs left by this majestic species. In other words, the secret to 
finding leopards is reading the bush and speaking its language.

One of the biggest advantages 
of going out into the bush with 
one of Umzolozolo’s experienced 
guides is that we will teach you 
how to read the bush as we 
embark on the exciting adventure 
of searching for a leopard every 
morning and evening.


